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Landline
Rainbow Rowell.

Rules for visiting : a novel
Kane, Jessica Francis, 1971- author.

Beyond words :
Carl Safina.

A dark and deadly deception /
Eleanor Taylor Bland.

The Turner house /
Angela Flournoy.

Blue plate special
Kate Christensen.

Braiding sweetgrass : indigenous wisdom, scientific knowledge and the teachings of plants
Kimmerer, Robin Wall, author.

Goodbye, Vitamin [electronic resource] : A Novel
Khong, Rachel. aut
Theft by finding:
David Sedaris.

We are never meeting in real life:
Samantha Irby.

The queen of the night
Alexander Chee.

Soul at the white heat:
Joyce Carol Oates.

Another place you've never been: a novel
Kauffman, Rebecca, author.

Secret ingredients:
edited by David Remnick.

Am I there yet?: the loop-de-loop, zigzagging journey to adulthood
Andrew, Mari, author, artist.

Red at the bone: A Novel
Woodson, Jacqueline, author.
I'll have what she's having: how Nora Ephron's three iconic films saved the romantic comedy
Carlson, Erin.

Bright Dead Things:

Known and strange things
Teju Cole.